Follow the Leader…
From the GM
It’s been a wet winter in
Western Southland and as
always, we are looking forward
to putting away the electric
fencing gear, warmer days
and the beginning of lambing
and calving. The grass has kept
ticking away all winter with
very few frosts and even the
red clover which usually shuts
down from mid- May until midAugust has been growing right
through.

S P R I N G 2019

DOG TRIALS AT ROCKHUT DECEMBER 2018

The developed hill country
is performing really well now
and the volcanic soils up there
are ideally suited to wintering
cattle, we had 350ha sown
in new grass last Spring and
have 800ha going into Kale for
Winter feed 2020.
The first of our high marbling
Aussie genetic lambs are being
born as I write and we are
really excited about following
these through and assessing
the carcass quality of some
of the cull stud stock on the
hook in the Autumn. We will
be using the ram lambs over
our commercial flock next April
and will have a large number of
lambs born to these genetics
in the Spring of 2020.
We believe there will be
significant premiums for this
niche food, Tom Bull had a
contract this winter with highend Sydney butcher Victor
Churchill for $AUS 200/kg for
the loins.
Ceri Lewis

Mount Linton
General Manager

COWS ON THE HILL COUNTRY IN LATE APRIL

www.mountlinton.co.nz

HIGH MARBLING MATERNAL RAM
AT TOM BULLS KINROSS STATION

Angus
“To breed fertile, thick, moderate framed cattle that lower the cost of
production and produce a high value niche product”

BREEDING OBJECTIVE:

Another marbling programme
with real premiums Ceri Lewis
I hear on the grapevine that Alliance will soon be launching a grassfed marbled beef programme paying significant premiums for prime
steers and heifers that have a minimum marble score of 2 based on
the MSA score (Meat Standard Australia). I understand that anything
over a marble score of 4 will attract a further premium. There are now 3
programmes rewarding marbled beef, the other two being the SFF Beef
EQ Programme and ANZCO’S Blue Apron Programme.
I suspect the crows will be coming home to roost for the Angus
seedstock producers that have dismissed marbling in their breeding
selection criteria as a fad, because this market will only get stronger and
more competitive between meat processors and their clients are going
to miss the boat unless they make some changes to their breeding
objectives. Don’t forget that marbling is a free trait, you don’t have to
compromise any other trait up to include it in your programme.
More and more of our Bull clients are now modifying their farming
systems so they are able to finish their own cattle and capture the
premiums that are now available for grass fed marbled beef as they
are becoming too hard to ignore. We have other clients in both Islands
who are specialist finishers who would like to source Mount Linton
bred calves to finish so please get in touch if you have any to sell, my
commission rate is lower than the OCR!
TWO OF THE BEST
We ultrasound scanned our stud heifers in late January. For the last
two years we have taken advantage of the latest technology in carcass
scanning which is the CUP technology out of the USA. Bill and Judy
Austin (Austin Ultrasound Scanning) record four images on a lap-top of
the ultrasound scan of each animal and they are emailed to the USA. The
images are interpreted there and a raw data figure of % IMF is produced.
The advantage of this new technology over the old PYE system is that
the PYE system only had the ability to read up to a maximum of 8.3%
IMF whereas the CUP system is capable of identifying the real outliers
in the breed. We had two heifers by the same sire Rennylea H840 (he
has an IMF EBV of 6, breed average is 1.7), whom came back at 13.6 and
13.3% IMF which are the two highest IMF animals in the New Zealand
Breedplan database. Their IMF EBV’s have both now shot up to over 5.
YEARLING BULLS
The lads have come through the winter in fantastic shape and are
looking a picture. We usually winter these Bulls in one mob but this year
we had 465 in the group so we split them into two mobs of 230, I think
I’m getting soft on them!
Both the phenotype and genotype of the Bulls are getting better every
year and there are some real standouts this spring, in particular the
Rennylea G420 sons are outstanding.
RENNYLEA G420 (APR) (AI) (IMP AUS) (P)
RENNYLEA G420 (APR) (AI) (IMP AUS) (P)
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His numbers are very hard to fault and I saw him again in May while I was
at Rennylea and he is very impressive, full of meat in a very moderate
frame and structurally very sound, he has the potential to be a herd
changer and we will keep using him as long as we can.
I found another Bull at Rennylea that really impressed me, N640 again he
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is very thick and moderate
with fabulous numbers. We
have collected him and the
semen will be here in time
for our AI programme in
December.
We have had quite a bit of
interest over the last two
years from a number of our
cattle clients wanting to
run AI programmes. It is a
very cost-effective way to
dramatically fast-track the
genetic gain of your cow herd, particularly if you are wanting to increase
marbling. The most popular option has been to use semen from three of
our best Bulls on phenotype and genotype, we call it the “high marbling
mix”; the semen is collected from these Bulls then mixed together. All
the Bulls are top 1% on indexes and have great calving ease, maternal
traits and as always “The best Carcass in the Businass”. Running an A1
programme is a lot less complex than you would imagine, we did over
1000 females last year and will do the same this year and it’s very straight
forward with the right advice. Please let me know if you are interested
and I can give you an outline of the programme and the costs and who
might be able to help.
YEARLING BULL CATALOGUE
We will be carcass scanning our yearling Bulls in the second week of
September so the carcass data can be included in the Breedplan EBV’s
for the month, we aim to have the catalogue on line in early October as
well as hard copies to those of you that prefer them. They are the best
line of yearlings we have presented and we are extremely pleased with
them. They have all been i50K Genomically tested which significantly
improves the accuracy of their EBV’s (equivalent to having 8-15 recorded
progeny), which gives you, our clients much more confidence in your
selection decisions. We will be making a start on the yearling sales in
early November and I look forward to catching up with as many of you
as I can during that time. In the meantime, I hope the weather looks
after you over lambing and calving, it is a great time for Beef and Sheep
farming and we need to make hay while the sun shines.

Breed Avg. EBVs for 2017 Born Calves Click for Percentiles
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YEARLING BULLS

Suftex and Mainstay
The next step for New
Zealand Lamb Martha Broughton

Attached is a photo of the suftex ewes set stocked taking in some sun
before lambing.

What a challenging and busy first 6 months I have had managing the
genetics unit. I kicked off my first few months trying to contain the huge
pasture covers we had from the spring and a warm wet summer that
just kept the grass growing. The ewes had a big job after mating, being
pushed around paddocks to chew them out and restore pasture quality.
A few of the girls didn’t like being asked to stay behind a break even
when 12,000 volts was running through, needless to say these smart
girls have been identified and will not be rejoining the mob next winter.
I was lucky to join the Mount Linton team just in time to be part of the
new high marbling sheep breeding program.

SET STOCKED SUFTEX EWES

Mount Linton genetics is lucky to be part of several breed groups such
as the Alpha Genetics group and Premier Suftex group. These groups
have been set up for the breeders to share ideas and to freely swap rams
during mating to increase genetic connectedness and create faster
genetic gain for the whole group. From the graphs below you can see
the genetic progress the premier suftex flocks are making ahead of the
industry average in NZ terminal worth, growth, survival and meat yield.




















































































 

   





  
  

















































































 

  
     

    



 

   



 

  
     

   





  
  

















































































 

   

 

  
     

    





  
  










































































































































From the scanning results, 77% of the suftex ewes inseminated held
to the AI, so in the next couple of weeks 357 Hampshire down -suftex
lambs will be the first to hit the ground. The Mainstay ewes also
performed well with 82.5% of them holding to the AI. The average
hold rate to AI is 75% so we are very pleased with both results.









My first mating at the genetics unit started with 300 suftex ewes and
200 mainstay ewes being selected to take part in our first AI program to
incorporate the Kinross high marbling genetics
from four of their proven Australian sires. The
suftex were inseminated with two sires from
Kinross Station, these rams are heavily muscled
soft Hampshires and both are in the top 10% for
intramuscular fat in Australia. This is a photo from
high end Sydney butcher Victor Churchill of a
lamb loin from a heavily marbled and extremely
tender Hampshire Down lamb.








The eating quality of New Zealand grass fed lamb has been historically
considered a very high quality product. However significant interest
in improving that eating quality experience by increased tenderness
and palatability that intramuscular fat plays a huge role in achieving,
is the next step for New Zealand lamb. Unfortunately for a number of
decades breeders around the world and NZ have been trying to reduce
the amount of subcutaneous fat produced on an animal to produce a
leaner faster growing lamb, this has inadvertently reduced the amount
of intramuscular fat present, as all fat produced on a lamb is under
similar genetic control and intramuscular fat is the last to develop after
subcutaneous and intermuscular fat. The New Zealand average for
intramuscular is yet to be determined but it’s estimated to be under 3%,
at Mount Linton we hope to fast track the genetic gain in intramuscular
fat by incorporating the genetics from top Lambpro and Kinross Station,
bred by Tom Bull. Tom Bull has been focusing on intramuscular fat (IMF)
in both his terminal and maternal sire flocks for many years and his best
rams are sitting at 8% IMF. Tom was recently presented with the Coles
Australian Farmers Weekly farmer of the year.








MIXED AGE EWES BEHIND A BREAK






The group was formed in 2007,
which is where the genetic
trend starts to accelerate for
all report flocks. Mount Linton
along with several other
flocks in the premier suftex
group have been involved
in the South Island Genomic
Calibration flock, the flock
has been established for four
years and Mount Linton has
sent two rams every year. The
rams are sent to Duncraigen
where they get mated over
20 ewes each and all progeny
are killed, to provide genotype
and phenotype information
for meat quality traits, so we
can evaluate meat quality
in our rams. The group also
entered a terminal ram into
the Central Progeny Test last
year, this was lucky enough to
be Mount Linton’s sire 5080/16.
Beef and Lamb Genetics invest
in progeny tests to benchmark
the performance of rams from
a wide range of breeds and
environments. Benchmarking
these rams means they can
correct for any differences
between flocks such as climate,
management, dam genetics
and all other non-genetic
factors which can alter the
rams performance. 5080/16
performed extremely well last
year and was the top terminal
sire entered.

I look forward to what challenges the spring lambing brings, and meeting more clients in the ram selling season of November, December.
Feel free to contact me via email, phone or pop in for cuppa anytime.

MOUNT LINTON STATION

SENDER:

Mount Linton Station
Ohai, R.D.1 Otautau,
Southland, New Zealand
Mount Linton Dog Trial
Friday 29th November & Saturday 30th December | Held at Rock Hut, signposted from the Station
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Sheep Genetics Manager
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